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The mutual compatibility of four recently discussed axioms on solution concepts for extensive form games is explored. Two subsets of the axioms are shown to be inconsistent. Our results underline the importance of the information lost in moving from the extensive form to the normal (or agent-normal) form of a game. c 1984 Academic
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INTRODUCTION



Recent contributions by Selten Ill, 131, Harsanyi [4], Myerson [9], Kreps and Wilson [5], and others have discussed the problem of Nash equilibria (Nash [lo]) that specify intuitively implausible behaviour for some or all agents. The disquiet felt about the Nash solution concept has led to the suggestion that there are various axiomatic requirements that a satisfactory solution concept ought to satisfy. At a recent conference,’ E. Kohlberg discusseda set of four such axioms. While Kohlberg has conjectured that there exists a solution concept satisfying these properties generically, the possibility of satisfying these everywhere is apparently an open question.’ This note demonstrates that the four axioms are mutually inconsistent. In fact, two distinct subsets of the axioms are shown to be inconsistent. We conclude with a brief discussion of implications for the design of solution concepts for non-cooperative games. Our presentation is relatively informal, and takes for granted a basic * We wish to thank Professors John C. Harsanyi and Reinhard Selten for their helpful comments on an earlier draft. ’ 1981 N.B.E.R. Conference on Mathematical Economics. University of California at Berkeley. * We are grateful to Hugo Sonnenschein for bringing this question to our attention.
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knowledge of extensive form games. An excellent reference for games in extensive form is Selten [ 131. For a more rigorous and expansive development of the material below, see Abreu and Pearce [ 11.



II. DEFINITIONS



AND AXIOMS



We restrict ourselves to finite n-person non-cooperative gameswith perfect recall (Kuhn [6]). Kuhn has shown that such games may be analyzed in terms of behaviour strategies. Hereafter, “strategy” is taken to mean “behaviour strategy.” At each of a player’s information sets, a strategy for that player specifies the probability with which each of the choices available at the information set is made. A strategy ai for player i is (weakly) dominated if i possesses some other strategy pi which yields him at least as high a payoff as ai given any strategy combination for other players, and a strictly higher payoff against at least one strategy combination. A choice c at someinformation set u of player i is dominated if every strategy of i which specifies the choice c at u with positive probability and which permits u to be reached, is dominated. The game f is said to be obtained from r by removing a dominated choice c, if r and f are identical but for the deletion of (i) (ii)



vertices that come after the choice c, and edgesthat are part of, or come after c.



Roughly speaking, this procedure erases the choice c and all parts of the game that can be reached only if the choice c is made. Let ak be an undominated strategy for player k in K The projection of ak onto f is the strategy oi, which at each of k’s information sets in i?, specifies the same probabilities over choices as does ok. The projection of the profile of undominated strategies a = (a, ,..., a,,) onto P is oi = (C;,,..., a^,), where c?~is the projection of aj onto f, for each j. Finally, given a set S of profiles of undominated strategies in I-, the projection of S onto P is the set P(S) = {C;: & is the projection onto I’ of some a in S). Let r be a subgame of r, and the vertex X, be its origin. Let t have a unique Nash equilibrium r = (r, ,..., r,), where ri is a pure strategy for each i. We say that r” is obtained from r by replacing the subgame r if F is constructed by removing from r all edges and vertices that come after x,, and by assigning to X, (the new terminal node thus created in the reduced game f) the payoff vector associatedwith the unique Nash equilibrium r of



’ For



a definition



of a subgame,



see Selten



[ 13 I.
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t. Consider a strategy pi for player i in r. The restriction of pi to I= is the strategy pi which at each of ?s information sets in p, specifies the same probabilities over choices as /Ii. The notion of restriction is extended to strategy profiles and sets of strategy profiles in the same manner as this is done for the projection operation defined above. A solution concept F associates with each game r a subset of its strategy profiles. The proposed axioms may now be stated. (Al) Dependence on normal form. If r, and r2 are extensive form games having the same normal form, then F(T,) = F(T,). There is, by definition, an isomorphism between the strategy space of an extensive form game, and the strategy space of the associated normal form. Historically, this encouraged the view that while information is lost in moving from the extensive form to the normal form, all strategically relevant information is preserved. It is worth remarking that if (Al) is weakened to require only that two extensive form games have the same solution if their agent-normal forms (see Selten [ 131) are identical, the results reported here continue to apply.4 (A2)



Nonemptiness.



(A3)



Dominance.



(i)



F(T) is nonempty for all r. For all I-



no dominated strategy is part of any profile in F(T),



(ii) if P is obtained from r by removing a dominated choice, F(f) the projection of F(T) onto f.



is



(A3) reflects the idea that players will not use dominated strategies (since these expose them to unnecessary risks), and hence the solution of a game is essentially unaffected by the removal of one or more dominated strategies. Techniques involving the iterative removal of dominated strategies have long enjoyed a prominent position in the literature.5 Let r be a subgame of r and let r have (A4) Subgame replacement. a unique Nash equilibrium r = (r, ,..., r,) in pure strategies. Let i= be constructed from r by replacing the subgame r. (i) If a = (a, ,..., a,) is in F(T), then for every i, ai and ri specify the same choice at each information set of player i in r. (ii)



F’(F) is the restriction



of F(T) to f



4 Only Proposition 2 of the paper uses the axiom on the normal form. In the games used in the proof of this proposition, each player has only one information set; hence the normal forms of these games coincide with their agent-normal forms. 5 See, for example, Gale [ 31, Farquharson [2], Lute and Raiffa 171. and Moulin [S].
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(A4i) is similar in spirit to subgameperfection (Selten [ 11, 13I). (A4ii) is motivated by the notion that if a subgame has only one plausible outcome, the solution of the game should be unchanged if the subgame is replaced by that outcome. (A4) is closely related to subgame truncation and subgame consistency (Selten [ 121).



III. INCONSISTENCY PROPOSITION



OF THE AXIOMS



1. There exists no F satisfying (A2) and (A3).



Proof Consider the extensive form game r, shown in Fig. 1. Since the choices CQ, b, and c are dominated, (A2) and (A3i) imply that F(T) = {(a,; (a, d))], where (a, d) denotes the pure behaviour strategy for II specifying the choices a and d at his two information sets. Removal of the dominated choices b and c yields f, shown in Fig. 2.
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AXIOMS ON SOLUTION CONCEPTS



It is clear that a given extensive form game has many geometric representations, each of which may be labelled according to taste. We take it to be understood that the solution set must be independent of the particular geometric orientation employed, or the labels one choosesto use (see Note 5 of Abreu and Pearce [I] for a fuller discussion). Hence if (a,; (a, d)) E F(f,), then (a*; (a, d)) E F(P,). Therefore F(f,) # {(a,; (a, d))}. Since F(T,) = ((a,: (a, d))}. (A3ii) implies F(f,) = {(ai; (a, d))}, a contradiction. PROPOSITION



2.



There exists no F satisfying (Al),



(A2), and (A4).



ProoJ Consider the gamesTz and r, shown in Fig. 3. Replacing the subgamer2 of Tz, we obtain fj as shown in Fig. 4. By the “independence of labelling” argument used in Proposition 1, if a, E F(F,), then a2 E F(fz); hence F(fz) # (a,} ... (*). Since I-, and r, have the same normal form, (Al) implies that F(T,) = W,). Suppose (a, P) E W’,) = F(r,), where a and /3 denote strategies for I and II, respectively. (A4i) applied to r, and r,, respectively, implies ,L3= j3, and a=a,. Hence F(T,) = ((a,,P,)), and by (A4ii), F(f,) = {a,}, contradicting (*). IV. CONCLUSION One way of responding to the questions raised by Propositions 1 and 2 is to explore the possibility that the axioms can be satisfied “almost everywhere.” If, however, one is looking for axioms that must be satisfied universally, the results here rule out dominance as a satisfactory criterion: it conflicts with nonemptiness, a truly innocuous axiom. The status of the remaining axioms is unclear. Our feeling is that subgamereplacement, (A4), is an attractive and reasonablerequirement for any solution concept which is a refinement of Nash equilibrium. Consequently, its incompatibility with (Al), dependenceon normal form, (given nonemptiness),is a seriousmatter. Evidently the information that is lost in the transition from the extensive form to the normal form (or agent-normal form) of a game is less inconsequential than is sometimessupposed. We conclude that Proposition 2 casts doubt upon the possibility of designing a satisfactory solution concept which exploits only normal form information.
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